
GENERAL WARRANTY:
Amina products will contain warranties to the end user. A standard over- the counter 1-year manufacturer limited warranty against 
manufacturers defect applies to all Amina products. To Authorized dealers, Amina warrants that upon delivery products will conform to 
applicable specifications and will be free from defects in materials or workmanship. Except as specified below, the Amina Manufacturer 
Limited Warranty covers all defects in material and workmanship.

The following are not covered: Damage caused by accident, misuse, abuse, product modification or neglect; damage occurring during 
shipment, damage resulting from failure to follow instructions contained in the product Instruction Manual; failure to implement sufficient 
system based protection for limited frequency range loudspeakers, damage resulting from the performance of repairs by someone not 
authorized by Amina; claims based upon any misrepresentations by the seller; any Amina product on which the serial number has been 
defaced, modified or removed.

Amina will repair or replace, at its discretion, any product found to be defective or nonconforming, provided that: (a) Dealer gives prompt 
written notice of the defect or nonconformity within eight weeks after delivery to Purchaser; (b) at Amina’s request Dealer has returned 
the nonconforming part to Amina, freight prepaid; (c) Amina has determined in its sole discretion that Dealer has not improperly handled 
or shipped a product, or subjected the product to misuse, misapplication, accident, alteration, neglect, improper installation, inadequate 
maintenance, insufficient specification and implementation of system based protection circuitry, or unauthorized repair.

COMMERCIAL EXTENDED WARRANTY:
Amina Edge, Mobius, AIW, iQ and LFi product that is installed and duly registered by an Amina authorized dealer into commercial 
applications (such as Hotels, restaurants, board rooms, conference facilities, etc.) will carry a 10 year manufacturer limited warranty, provided 
it has been properly installed according to the manufacturers installation procedures, and is protected through either factory supplied 
passive in-line high pass filter and overload protection (in the form of Amina APU or APURS single or multichannel protection units) or by the 
implementation of properly calibrated analog or DSP based High Pass filtering (that being a minimum HPF frequency set point as specified 
in the relevant product manual with a slope of at least 24dB/ octave) and appropriate limiting calculated not to exceed the maximum power 
capabilities of the device(s). This function should not be client-accessible, nor be able to be by-passed or changed by unauthorized persons 
or personnel; The devices are to be duly tested and settings documented with appropriate serial numbers, power source and interconnecting 
product(s) that become part of the completed system.

 

In addition, APU protection devices and ALF low frequency products carry a 3 year manufacturer limited warranty, providing they have been 
properly installed according to the manufacturers installation procedures by an Amina Authorized Dealer.

An Amina Authorized Dealer is defined as any electrical integrator or reseller, known to and with the permission of, and being in receipt of 
training from Amina, capable of correctly specifying and installing the Amina product line, This extends to that integrators own employees, 
and his representatives or sub partners and their employees, who themselves have been given suitable training and judged suitably 
competent to specify and install the Amina product line.

CONSUMER EXTENDED WARRANTY:
 

Only Amina Edge, Mobius and AIW product that is installed and duly registered by an authorized dealer will carry a 10-year manufacturer 
limited warranty. Amina iQ and LFi product that is installed and duly registered by an authorized dealer will carry a 5-year manufacturer 
limited warranty.  Provided all products have been properly installed according to the manufacturers installation procedures, and is protected 
through either factory supplied passive in-line high pass filter and overload protection (in the form of Amina APU or APURS single or 
multichannel protection units), or by the implementation of properly calibrated analog or DSP based High Pass filtering (that being a minimum 
HPF frequency set point as specified in the relevant product manual with a slope of at least 24dB/ octave) and appropriate limiting calculated 
not to exceed the maximum power capabilities of the device(s). This function should not be user-accessible, nor be able to be by-passed or 
changed by unauthorized persons or personnel. The devices are to be duly tested and settings documented with appropriate serial numbers, 
power source and interconnecting product(s) that become part of the completed system.

In addition, APU protection devices and ALF low frequency products carry a 3 year manufacturer limited warranty, providing they have been 
properly installed according to the manufacturer’s installation procedures by an Amina Authorized Dealer.
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